**Seeking Cover Art for 2018**

*Journal of Learning Disabilities*

Every volume year, the covers of the *Journal of Learning Disabilities* feature original artwork by individuals with learning disabilities, chosen from submissions received in our annual cover art contest. We are now soliciting art for the 2018 issue covers.

**Eligibility**

Individuals with LD of any age are encouraged to submit their original work for consideration. The artwork may be a painting, drawing, photograph, sculpture, computer-generated graphic, or any comparable medium. Work must not exceed a maximum of 11” by 17”; three-dimensional pieces must not exceed 10 pounds. Two entries per participant may be submitted.

**Submissions**

Each entry must include:
- artist's name, age, address, and contact information
- brief bio of the artist (age; school, if applicable; how art was created; artist's interests)
- title of the work
- specific medium used (computer-generated pieces should include step-by-step information on software used)
- size of the work

All artwork, including photographic images, must be the original work of the submitting artist. Signed photo releases must accompany any work that includes photo images of people.

Actual submission of the art should be a color reproduction (which will not be returned) in one of the following formats:
- color laser print
- photograph
- slide (35 mm)
- high-resolution EPS or TIFF file

Entries should be postmarked no later than **October 4, 2017**. Winner(s) may be asked to provide original art, which will be returned.

**Judging**

Work will be judged based on originality, creative use of materials, and overall composition and design. The artist's age will be taken into account. Judging will take place shortly after October 4, and artists will be notified of our selections by **October 31, 2017**.

**Entries, More information, Questions**

*Should be directed to:* The Hammill Institute on Disabilities, 8700 Shoal Creek Blvd., Austin, TX 78757-6897; 512/451-3521, ext. 663; FAX: 512/451-3728; e-mail: pkipping@hammill-institute.org.

*The Institute assumes no responsibility for entries damaged in the mail.*